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The attached report, "Improved Methods for State Wide Vehicle Counting,"
is submitted in fulfillment of the objectives of the research. It has
been authored by Mrs. Shwu-mei-Hong Chen, Graduate Instructor in Research
on our staff, under the direction of Professor G. T. Satterly.
The report details research accomplished to recommend improved methods
for state-wide vehicle counting. The work evaluated the existing vehicle
counting methods in Indiana for estimating annual average daily traffic
from short term counts. The research pertains to rural and suburban
roads carrying 500 or more vehicles per day.
The improved methods suggested for the Indiana state-wide vehicle count-
ing are basically procedures where statistical theories are applied to
grouping continuous count stations and estimating standard deviations of
AADT estimates. Recommendations are made for regrouping of continuous
count stations and for establishing a seasonal control count station
program. The recommended methods should, if implemented, raise the
accuracy of the AADT estimates at reduced costs for the continuous
count station program.
The report is submitted as fulfillment of the objectives of this study.
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ABSTRACT
Chen, Shwu-mei Hong. M.S.C.E., Purdue University, December 1979.
Improved Methods for State-Wide Vehicle Counting. Major Professor:
G. T. Satterly.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the existing counting
methods in Indiana for estimating annual average daily traffic from
short-term counts and to determine whether existing procedures can be
improved in accuracy and cost. This research pertains to rural and
suburban roads carrying 500 or more vehicles per day.
An analysis of existing volume counting programs in Indiana, the
other states in FHWA Region 5 and those states which were indicated by
FHWA to have good counting programs, was performed and acted as a
background study for recommendations for improved methods for the
Indiana statewide vehicle counting program.
The improved mechods suggested for the Indiana statewide vehicle
counting are basically procedures where statistical theories are
applied to grouping continuous count stations and estimating standard
deviations of AADT estimates. The improved methods should, if
implemented, raise the accuracy of the AADT estimates at reduced costs
for the continuous count station program.
Recommendations are made for regrouping of continuous count




One measure of the service provided by a highway facility or
system is its usage. This usage is normally expressed in terms of
traffic volumes - annual average daily traffic (AADT) . AADT informa-
tion is necessary for planning, design, maintenance, traffic control,
programming and general administration of the highway program. These
AADT estimates can be used to:
1. serve as a basis for forecasting traffic volumes,
2. provide information to determine design hour traffic volume
(DHV) needed for geometric highway design purposes,
3. provide an indication of growth trends, and
4. determine vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) on various categories
of highway systems.
To obtain true values of AADT, it would be necessary to count
traffic continuously for a whole year on every section of road. This
would be prohibitive to implement in practice from a cost standpoint.
On the other hand, an estimate of AADT made by an experienced administra-
tor could be unreliable. Thus,- a compromise must be made between
accuracy and cost in accordance with realistic needs. Various statis-
tical methods may be used to develop sampling techniques to produce a
desired balance between accuracy of results and cost of the traffic
volume counting program.
The application of statistical methods in establishing traffic
volume counting programs was first used in about 1951. Its use in
several states has proved to be successful in gathering the same type
of data as previously gathered but with a savings in manpower or the
obtaining of more accurate and additional information for the same
cost. Stimulus for the application of modern statistical methods in
traffic volume counting programs was due to the following reasons:
In the past there has been little application of sampling
techniques to the selection of control stations (continuous count or
seasonal control count stations) (1). Using experience and judgment
highway engineers selected locations of control stations to represent
the largest mileage of primary highways. No numerical measures were
used to describe the words "to represent" in the sense of monthly
expansion factors.
Many states have encountered financial difficulties due to in-
creasing traffic data needs along with escalating costs and/or budget
cutting. The application of statistical methods to traffic counting
can provide the states with a more economical and accurate method
than subjective judgment or personal experience can.
A statistical approach can provide each state with a systematic
basis for answering the key questions as to number and location of
stations, length and frequency of counts and accuracy of results.
Recently, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommended
that the Indiana State Highway Commission (ISHC) improve their
existing traffic counting program to meet current needs for traffic
volume data within the limited financial support (2) . This research
was, therefore, proposed to analyze the existing program and produce
an efficient vehicle counting method for the ISHC.
Objectives
This research project was conducted to achieve the following ob-
jectives:
1. determine the current and potential uses of traffic volume
information by various agencies in the State of Indiana.
2. analyze the traffic volume information from the continuous
count stations on the Indiana Statewide Highway System in
the rural and suburban areas by statistical tools.
3. evaluate present statewide vehicle counting programs in the
states in FHWA Region 5 and in other states which have good
programs in terms of administration, collection, processing,
presentation and application of traffic volume information.
4. develop and test improved cost-effective techniques and
procedures (but not including an examination of the equipment
used in collecting traffic counts) for sampling and expanding
traffic counts that will produce estimates of acceptable
accuracy for design, programming and administrative purposes.
The achievement of these objectives would provide the ISHC with
suggestions for traffic counting methods to produce more reliable and
detailed traffic data than the present program without an increase of
costs and with information concerning the requirements (needs) for
traffic volume data of various agencies in the state.
Scope
This research project was conducted to improve statewide vehicle
counting methods on Indiana state highways in rural and suburban areas
with AADT volumes greater than 500 vehicles
.
The emphasis of the research was the improvement of counting
procedures concerning adequacy of number and location of permanent
count stations and in estimation methods of AADT volumes. The data
basis for the development of the improved methods was traffic volume
information from continuous count stations in Indiana.
To develop improved methods, the statewide volume counting
programs in Indiana and the other states in FHWA Region 5 and other
states which were indicated by the FHWA to have good counting programs
were reviewed.
CHAPTER II
EXISTING INDIANA STATEWIDE VOLUME COUNTING PROGRAM
Introduction
The Indiana statewide traffic volume counting program was de-
signed in the 1930' s by the Indiana State Highway Commission. This
program has remained basically the same for a number of years, except
for some changes made during recent years in the following two areas.
1. Permanent Count Stations (continuous count stations or ATR's):
A majority of the permanent count stations have been in
existence since the early 1940 's. There were twenty-eight
permanent count stations in 1968. They remain unchanged
until 1977. Permanent Count Station 34-A, on a county road
in Allen County, was discontinued because of problems with
the inductance loops in the pavement. A new station, 2262-A,
was put in operation on Spring Street in New Albany in 1978.
2. Grouping of Permanent Count Stations: The 28 permanent count
stations were prior to 1977 classified into five groups:
I. State Roads in Rural Areas other than in resort and
mining areas
.
II. State Roads in Rural Resort Areas.
III. State Roads in Mining Areas.
IV. State Roads in Suburban Areas.
V. Local Roads in Rural Areas.
A new grouping was set up in January 1978. The new grouping
was established according to the "Guide for Traffic Volume
Counting Manual" (3) . The new grouping was required because
the old groups did not align themselves according to a
functional classification.
A FHWA review (4) suggested that more economical, efficient, and
effective counting operations are needed to meet the requirements for
traffic volume data by many agencies such as the Divisions of Planning,
Design and Roadside Development. An understanding of the existing
program is necessary for the development of improved methods. With
the FHWA review report as a background document, the detailed descrip-
tion of the existing Indiana statewide traffic volume counting program
follows.
Administration
The Indiana statewide traffic volume counting program is conducted
within the ISHC's Division of Planning, specifically, Traffic Statistics
under the Planning Statistics Section. Like many other states,
Indiana's volume counting program represents a significant portion of
the state planning budget for Highway Planning, Research and Planning
(HPR and PL) funds. The volume counting work, not including vehicle
classification and weight studies and additional counting by the cities
and MPO's, utilizes about 19 percent of the total cost estimated for
the state's HPR-PL planning work programs in FY 1979.
The traffic counting program entails the routine collection of
traffic volumes on state and U.S. marked routes plus the County Federal-
Aid Secondary System. In addition, if special requests are made and
time permits, the planning agency will collect counts on other roads
in urbanized areas and on other rural county and local roads, but not
on a regular basis.
One other state agency, in addition to the Traffic Statistics
Section, also collects volume data - the ISHC Division of Traffic.
The purpose of this division's counting program is to collect volume
counts for its special traffic studies. Its needs for volume data
will be discussed in Chapter IV.
Other volume counts are performed by local agencies. Such local
agencies are cities and MPO's. These programs are not addressed in
this research.
Continuous Count Station Program
The automatic traffic recorders (ATR's) located at the continuous
count stations operate continuously for 365 days of the year. Some
are directional. The continuous count stations use loop detectors
buried in the pavement, with the exception of one station where an
ultrasonic detector is used.
The state currently operates and reports data from 28 locations.
These include 23 locations on rural main roads , 2 locations on local
roads, and 3 locations on suburban main roads.
The existing grouping of continuous count stations is by functional
classification and includes the following five groups
:
I. Interstate - rural.
II. Federal-Aid Primary (Arterial) - principal and minor - rural.
III. Federal-Aid Secondary (major collector) - rural.
IV. Urban Routes.
V. Special Stations.
The continuous count station locations are listed by group in
Table 1 and mapped in Figure 1.
The data from the ATR's are used to develop annual average daily-
traffic and monthly adjustment factors for the continuous count
stations (ATR's). The AADT's are used to develop historical trends.
The monthly adjustment factors are used to expand short time counts
at coverage count stations to estimated AADT for the roadway links
where the coverage counts were taken.
Although ATR data is computerized in its raw state, the majority
of the process is manual.
Coverage Count Station Program
The coverage count station program provides a major body of count
information. There are about 6,700 coverage count stations included
in the state highway system, the county Federal-Aid Secondary system
and the Federal-Aid Urban system (with an emphasis on state routes).
These coverage counts are taken for a 48-hour duration generally
between noon Monday and noon Friday on a county by county basis over,
on an average, a five-year cycle.
Counting equipment for the coverage count stations uses tube type
detectors.
The 48-hour coverage counts are adjusted by monthly adjustment
factors to obtain estimated AADT's for the highway sections where the
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FIGURE I EXISTING CONTINUOUS COUNT STATION LOCATIONS
( IN INDIANA )
(For Station Numbers and Descriptions See Table I)
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Seasonal Control Count Station Program
The seasonal control station system is being developed around the
functional classification with an attempt to identify particular
problem areas, such as areas of special seasonal variations. Two
seasonal control stations were established in 1978 to operate for a
full week during each month or season. They are located within two
urbanized areas, on 1-94 in Northwest Indiana and on 1-65 in
Indianapolis
.
Counting equipment for all seasonal control stations includes
loop type detectors.
The data collected will be used to make seasonal adjustments,
similar to monthly adjustment factors, or evaluate the assignment of
roads to particular groups
.
Related Studies
The following related studies, which are also conducted in the
Division of Planning, are not reviewed at length and are only briefly
mentioned in this section.
1. Vehicle Classification Study: Vehicle classification counts
are done yearly to determine the frequency distribution and
trends of vehicles by type for various road sections of the
highway system in the state.
2. Vehicle Weight and Characteristics Study (Biennial truck-
weight study) : This study was initiated during the summer of
1977 and will be performed during odd numbered years. Vehicle
weight data is collected to determine the magnitude and
14
frequencies of axle loads and total weights of vehicles
using the highways and streets in the state.
3. Special Traffic Studies: Special requests for traffic counts
from within the ISHC and outside agencies are accommodated as
possible. Since these requests cannot be supplied from the
basic traffic volume data, the work program includes an
allowance for numerous special counts, which are not routine
and vary considerably in type, size, scope and purpose.
Many of these special requests are of an emergency nature and
cannot be anticipated. Such requests are, however, minimal,
constituting two or three percent of the portable traffic
counting activities
.
Methods of Estimating AADT Volumes
The expansion factors (adjustment factors) for adjusting coverage
counts to AADT estimates are group mean values of monthly adjustment
factors . The methods of estimating AADT volumes used by the ISHC are
approximately in conformity with the FHWA "Guide for Traffic Volume
Counting Manual" (5) . Deviations from this manual will be discussed
in Chapter IV.
The procedures for estimation of AADT volumes by the ISHC are
described in detail as follows:
1. A monthly adjustment factor is computed for each continuous
count station for each month. It is the ratio of the AADT
to the monthly average weekday traffic. The monthly average
weekday traffic is computed from all the weekdays except
Fridays in a month for the continuous count station.
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2. The 24-hour averages of the 48-hour coverage counts are
calculated. The 48-hour coverage counts are taken on week-
days, usually between noon Monday and noon Friday.
3. All the continuous count stations (in total, 28) are grouped
as per the "Guide" without considering functional grouping.
The grouping steps are outlined below:
a- Using the data for the previous year arrange the monthly
adjustment factors for each month in ascending order.
b. For each month determine a set of stations such that the
difference between the smallest and the largest monthly
factor does not exceed the range of 0.20 in the values
of the factors. For each month determine from several
possible sets that set having the largest number of
stations. Such a set will probably not be the same for
each of the twelve months. That is, groupings tend to
vary from month to month.
c. From the twelve previously determined sets, select one
set that contains those stations common to all the
twelve sets. In addition to these stations, a few
additional stations are assigned to the set, though they
have a factor which is outside of the 0.20 range in some
months. Investigations have shown that special conditions
can cause an abnormal change in traffic volumes for a
month or two and study of the data for previous years
indicated that these added stations had factors that would
have placed them within the set determined from current
16
data. A. set of stations determined by such a procedure
is called a group.
d. Steps b and c are repeated considering those stations
that have not been included in the first group, and a
second group is selected. Steps b and c are repeated a
number of times until only those stations with extreme
monthly adjustment factor values remain ungrouped. These
stations are placed in a group entitled "Special Stations".
e. The resultant groups have been found to fit the functional
classification designations, mentioned in the "Continuous
Count Station Program" section of this chapter.
4. For each group compute the average of the monthly adjustment
factors for each month to arrive at the group mean monthly
adjustment factor. Some stations in a group, however, are
not included in the computation of the mean factor for a
particular month. That is, those stations having a factor
outside the 0.20 range of the group for that month are not
included
.
5. The group mean of the monthly adjustment factors for each
month is used as an adjustment factor that would be applicable
to 24-hour averages of 48-hour Counts on weekdays.
6. The average counts, if outdated because of the 5-year cycle
used in obtaining coverage counts, are updated to the current
year by a traffic growth factor determined from the ATR group
to which the coverage counts have been assigned.
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7. The updated coverage counts are multiplied by the same year
mean monthly adjustment factor of the group to which the
coverage counts are assigned to obtain an estimated AADT for
the roadway section where the coverage count was taken.
Presentation of Traffic Volume Data
Reports transmitted to the Washington office of FHWA, as required
by the FHWA "Highway Planning Program Manual" (6), include:
1. Average daily traffic for the month from each continuous count
station.
2. Monthly toll facility data.
3. Hourly volumes for each continuous count station.
4. Daily and weekly volumes and summaries for each continuous
count station.
5. Information required by FHWA for the annual updating of the
traffic flow maps of the Interstate Traveled-Way.
6. State traffic flow maps. The Indiana state traffic flow map
is currently produced about every three years.
7. Traffic logs.
There are no other summaries of traffic volume information pre-
pared by the state.
Uses of Traffic Volume Data by ISHC
1. Program planning utilizes traffic statistics data to compile
various requested traffic statistics data for the ISHC
Design Division for geometric design purposes.
2. Traffic statistics data is used to prepare traffic flow maps.
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3. Traffic statistics data is supplied by the ISHC for highway
needs studies.
4. Traffic statistics data is supplied by the ISHC for the
Interstate Cost Estimate-104(b)5 Study.
5. Traffic statistics data is utilized to respond to private and
public requests for count data at specific locations.
6. The traffic volume statistical data reports, as mentioned in




STATEWIDE VOLUME COUNTING PROGRAMS IN OTHER STATES
Introduction
The volume counting programs in other states were reviewed in
this research. These states are those in FHWA Region 5 and those which
are considered by the FHWA to have good vehicle counting programs.
These two categories of states are described below:
1. Six states in Regisn 5: Illinois (IL) , Indiana (IN),
Minnesota (MN) , Michigan (MI), Wisconsin (WI) , and Ohio (no
information available)
.
2. Ten states having good traffic volume counting programs:
Colorado (CO) , Florida (FL) , Georgia (GA) , Michigan (MI)
,
New Mexico (NM) , New York (NY) , Oregon (OR) , Utah (UT)
,
Wisconsin (WI) , and Montana (no information available)
.
There were nine states which have good vehicle counting programs and
which made information available. These nine states plus Illinois,
Minnesota, and Indiana are reviewed in this chapter.
The vehicle counting programs of these states will be analyzed
for different work categories. It should be kept in mind that each
state has its own problems concerning traffic volume information. Thus,
it is difficult to assess these states' programs based on the objectives
of this research program. The emphasis of this review will be directed
toward understanding the current counting techniques used in these
states, especially those having good programs.
20
This review primarily deals with the procedures involving three
basic types of counts, continuous counts, seasonal control counts, and
coverage counts. Special counts and the other related studies are not
included in this review. The information for this review was collected
from the twelve states' highway departments in late 1978.
Tables 2 and 3 contain highway mileage totals and daily vehicle-
miles of travel (DVMT) respectively for each state by geographic area
(7).
Admini s tra t i on
The statewide traffic volume counting programs in all these states,
except Oregon, are conducted under the state highway departments'
planning agencies. Oregon's statewide traffic volume counting program
is conducted within the Traffic Unit, but under the Operations division,
not the "Policy and Program Development" division.
In most of these states, other agencies, state and/or local, also
collect volume data. One of the major efforts in their administrative
programs is to coordinate the statewide volume counting programs with
those of other agencies.
Collection
The determinant factors affecting a state's collection program for
volume counts are as follows:
1. The three basic fundamentals of traffic counting programs - the

















































































2. Physical conditions such as highway mileage, vehicle miles of
travel, population data, land area and number of road sections.
3. Administrative factors such as highway mileage by jurisdictional
system, counting operation arrangements, counting personnel and
equipment available for collection.
4. Selection methods of count stations, especially continuous count
stations and seasonal control stations.
The three basic types of counts, which are regularly taken, are
continuous counts, seasonal control counts and coverage counts. Some
states use other names for these counts. For purposes of comparison
and analysis, we, by definition, have assigned only the names, contin-
uous counts, seasonal control counts and coverage counts for the three
basic types of counts. For example, in Utah, the 21 urban stations
maintained for a period of seven days each month in areas classified as
urban will be treated as seasonal control stations. In Michigan, the
1000 "A" stations counted 4 times a year for 96 hours each time will
be treated as seasonal control stations, while the 8000 "C" stations
counted once a year for 48 hours each time as coverage count stations.
Also, in Florida, the 24-hour traffic counts at approximately 10,000
rural and urban locations are taken once each year, and it is appropri-
ate to treat these urban and rural counts as coverage counts.
The collection program by state is described for the principal
items listed below:
1. Number of Count Stations: The number of coverage count
stations depends primarily on the number of road sections to
be counted in the states, while the numbers of continuous
24
count and seasonal control stations basically depend upon the
objectives, accuracy required and costs of the individual
programs. Table 4 shows the numbers of these two kinds of
control stations by state.
2. Location of Count Stations: The locations of count stations
by the various classifications are stated as follows:
a. In geographic classification, all states take regular
counts on rural and urban highways. The difference is
the extent of coverage of each state's counts.
b. In administrative classification, all of the states take
regular counts on the state highway systems, and most of
them also take counts on County Federal-aid systems. Most
of the states do not take regular counts on local systems,
but some states such as Illinois, New Mexico and Utah do.
3. Method of Selecting Stations: Most of the states use the
judgment of an administrator or historical precedent to
select the location of continuous count control stations.
Two states, Georgia and New York, have tried to select the
control count station locations which statistically represent
the traffic patterns for the entire highway system to be
counted.
4. Scheduling of Counts: The scheduling of counts, including
duration and frequency of counts, for continuous, seasonal
control and coverage counts is as follows:
a. Continuous count stations for every state count vehicles
for continuous long periods of time, usually at least
several years.
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b. Seasonal control count stations for most states count
vehicles for repeated intermittent periods of time. These
periods, usually of consecutive seven days duration, are
repeated on a monthly or seasonal basis. Table 5 shows
the details about this type of count scheduling for the
seven states which have seasonal control count stations.
Wisconsin's seasonal control stations are counted once
every three years. Five states take seasonal control
counts on an annual basis. Indiana's seasonal control
station program, is still in the developing stage.
c. Coverage count stations count vehicles for various short
periods of time on different time cycles, depending on
the states. Coverage count durations and frequencies are
indicated in Table 6.
Processing
Facilities for processing of volume data, estimation methods of
AADT volumes and a related axle correction factor are discussed here.
1. Facilities for processing of volume data are principally data
retrieval systems, either telemetry or manual, and computer
programs for analysis of volume data, either control counts
only or all available types of basic counts. In each of the
12 states, short-term counts (coverage or seasonal control)
are returned from the field by manual delivery. Tables 7 and
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2. The estimation methods of AADT volumes for each of the 12
states are summarized in terms of the characteristics of ad-
justment factors below:
a. Monthly group mean factor:
States observed: IL, IN, MN, WI , CO, NY, OR, and UT.
The mean monthly adjustment factor is determined using
data from a control station group. WI includes data from
seasonal control stations to compute group mean factors.
IL and UT use continuous count stations data plus data
from seasonal control stations in some cases, to compute
group mean factors. The other five states, having no
seasonal control stations, use data from continuous count
stations only to get group means.
In UT, whenever the grouping process appears erratic,
individual station ATR data are used for factoring.
The method suggested in the "Guide", that is, the 0.20
rule for the range of monthly factor values in a group, is
used in most of the states, such as IL, IN, WI , CO, NY,
and UT.
Old grouping methods are used in the remaining two states,
MN and OR. MN groups the stations by road classification
while OR groups by area of the state,
b. Monthly individual control station factor:
States observed: MI.
MI uses a monthly adjustment factor from one control
station, not a group of control stations.
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c. Monthly and weekday group mean factors
States observed: GA.
In GA a coverage count is adjusted twice, first by a monthly
group mean factor and secondly by a specific weekday group
mean factor in the same month. Continuous and seasonal
control stations contribute to the group means.
Road segments are first divided into rural routes, urban
routes, and recreation area access roads. Rural routes are
further divided into Interstate routes and non-Interstate
routes. And, non-Interstate routes are further subdivided
into those with AADT greater than 500 vehicles and those
with AADT less than 500 vehicles. As far as rural routes
are concerned, Interstate routes and non-Interstate routes
with AADT greater than 500 are further grouped by the 0.20
rule, while non-Interstate routes with AADT less than 500
are further grouped according to terrain characteristics,
i.e. mountain, piedmont and coastal areas of Georgia.
d. Individual weekday factor from an individual control station
States observed: FL and NM.
Individual weekday factors are computed by dividing AADT
for a control station by its simultaneous daily count
during the day(s) when a coverage count is to be taken.
3. In some states axle correction factors are used together with
seasonal adjustment factors to correct tube-type machine
counts. This factor is derived from vehicle classification
counts. This factor is used in IL, CO, NM, and NY. The other
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states did not indicate whether or not they used such a
correction factor. Indiana has used the factor to reduce
errors in estimating future AADT volumes.
Presentation
Except for reports required by FHWA, not every state publishes
reports of count data on a regular basis. Michigan publishes volume
data on a monthly basis. The others, except Indiana, publish their
volume data in reports on an annual basis. Indiana does not publish
volume data.
1. States publishing all available types of count data in
reports are: WI, CO, FL, NY, OR, and UT.
2. States publishing only continuous count data in reports are:
MN, MI, GA, and NM.




ANALYSIS OF INDIANA'S EXISTING VOLUME COUNTING PROGRAM
Introduction
A review of the existing statewide volume counting programs in
Indiana and other states has indicated areas in which improvements
might be made. With the aid of the 1978 FHWA review report (8), a
more detailed review through meetings with various ISHC personnel was
conducted. The findings from these reviews are discussed. Areas
where improvements might be made in the present administrative pro-




This section discusses where and why traffic, volume data are
needed in several state agencies in addition to the Division of
Planning. Such agencies are the Divisions of Traffic, Design and
Roadside Development. The traffic volume data needs of the Program
Planning Department and the Divisions of Design and Roadside Develop-
ment are discussed in the same subsection "Design Needs". The volume
data needs for traffic control of the Division of Traffic are discussed




In addition to using volume data for programming of projects, the
Program Planning Department, within the Division of Planning, acts as
a clearinghouse for traffic volume data for other sections within the
ISHC, primarily the Divisions of Design and Roadside Development for
their design purposes. It utilizes raw coverage count data, adjust-
ment factors and vehicle classification counts to compile various re-
quested traffic statistics data for geometric design and environmental
studies for the Design and Roadside Development Divisions, and some-
times, for special studies of the ISHC. A + 10% accuracy level for
traffic data is important to the various estimates made by the Depart-
ment.
The major traffic statistics data requested by these two Divisions
are:
1. Current Average Daily Traffic (current ADT) : It is defined
as annual average daily traffic for the current year (current
AADT).
Notes: AADT will always be referred to as ADT unless it is
indicated as monthly ADT or weekly ADT.
2. Future Average Daily Traffic (Future ADT): It is defined as
annual average daily traffic for the current year plus 20,
and it is obtained by multiplying the current ADT by the 20-
year expansion factor.
3. Future Design Hourly Volume (Future DHV) : It is defined as
design hourly volume for the current year plus 20, and usually
it equals the 30th highest hourly volume of the current year
plus 20.
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4. Ratio of DHV to ADT, (K) : It is used to obtain future DHV
by applying to future ADT.
5. Trucks (T) : They are expressed as percentage of DHV or
percentage of ADT.
6. Directional Distribution of DHV (D) : It is defined as one-
way volume in predominant direction of travel expressed as
percentage of total two way DHV. It is determined by field
measurement.
7. Design Year Turning Movements: They are estimated for inter-
section and interchange designs.
The major traffic statistics data required by the Department it-
self for program planning, are current data in ADT volumes, vehicle
classification counts, seasonal control counts and weekend counts on
specific locations throughout the state in urban or rural areas. Some-
times, it is necessary for the Traffic .Statistics Group to take
special counts for more detailed information in particular problem
areas, such as on roadway sections where unusual traffic volume
variations result from recreational or shopping facilities.
Traffic Control Needs
Volume counts are needed on roadway sections and at intersections
by the Division of Traffic for conducting traffic studies into the
possible need for a change in traffic control. Traffic studies at
intersections require volume counts by approach and by lane, if
possible, and for turning movements in the intersection as well as
classification counts of passenger vehicles and trucks. This informa-
tion is used to help determine what type of traffic control is
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warranted, whether any consideration should be given to installing or
changing any channelization and timing and phasing of traffic signals
and other traffic engineering measures.
Since the Planning Department's program does not include the
gathering of this type of data the Traffic Division conducts their
own traffic volume counting program to meet their data needs. It
gathers data on an as-needed basis rather than on a routine basis.
Many times the volume count needs of the Traffic Division are of
an emergency nature and cannot be anticipated either in time or space.
It is, therefore, difficult for the Planning Division to satisfy these
needs due to its limited manpower. The Division of Traffic makes
limited use of the traffic volume data collected by the Division of
Planning. It utilizes the AADT estimates for roadway sections from
the Planning Division for accident studies and to verify or adjust
data it has collected.
Administration
I. The traffic counting programs in urban areas, especially
those of MPO's are not being well coordinated with the ISHC program.
Formal procedures for the routine sharing of traffic count data
would assist all parties. The urban areas could use information
gathered by the ISHC to monitor their transportation plans, while the
ISHC could use urban counts as input to the INTRACS system, in
developing the TA-1 Table and in the preparation of other FHWA reports
that require VMT or other urban data.
It has been recommended by FHWA to establish procedures and an
overall framework to coordinate the traffic counting program of the
Division of Planning in ISHC with those of urban areas.
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2. The traffic counting programs in the Division of Traffic are
not being coordinated with the ISHC program in the Division of Planning.
It would be helpful to have a sharing of collected data. The
Division of Traffic could use continuous count data for accident
studies. It could also use a traffic map in conjunction with speed
studies, accident rate studies and traffic signal warrant studies.
Additionally, the Division of Planning could use traffic volume infor-
mation at intersections for junction design.
Collection
1. A visual inspection of the existing ATR's indicates a geo-
graphic bias within functional classifications.
The ATR's on arterials are located in the northern and southern
one-third of the state while the locations on major collectors are
within the central one-third (Figure 1)
.
The number of ATR's on Interstate highways is not adequate to
represent different conditions and travel characteristics. The
locations show a geographic bias. There is no ATR station in the
northern one-third of the state, and there is only one station in the
southern part of the state (Figure 1)
.
2. The existing ATR groups indicate a bias of functional
classification. Separately counting and estimating traffic volumes
is necessary for high and low volume roads, rural and urban roads and
roads with general and special traffic volume patterns. There are no
permanent count station group classifications for state roads in urban
areas, minor collectors and lcoal roads.
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The Federal-Aid Primary group contains 12 continuous count
stations. One of them is located on a county road with AADT lower than
500 and the others are located on the state roads with higher volumes,
above 500 AADT. The Federal-Aid Secondary group contains 6 continuous
count stations. One of them is located on a coal traffic route while
the others are on roads with normal traffic volume variation patterns.
3. The selection of control stations are not based on the results
of statistical data analysis and careful consideration of all purposes
served by these control stations. Utilization of statistical methods
can reduce the number of continuous control counts for every ATR group
and still maintain required accuracy levels.
The existing grouping of ATR's may not obtain statistically
representative group mean expansion factors for coverage counts. Some
of the ATR's may need relocating or eliminating. The adequacy of number
and location of ATR's in every group should be evaluated through
yearly checks as suggested by the FHWA (9) . Probably further grouping
in every group is needed to obtain more representative group mean
factors by narrowing the difference among the expansion factor values
of a group.
The assignment of proper road sections to the two Special Station
groups has not been done yet. The group factors for the two special
ATR stations are not used to expand coverage counts on the specific
road sections
.
Seasonal control stations can be used to supplement ATR's.
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4. The present coverage counting program is made in a five-year
cycle. This is one of the reasons causing errors in updated AADT
estimates made from coverage counts. The FHWA has recommended a
maximum cycle of three years for a coverage counting program.
In the scheduling of coverage counts, the season should be
selected that most nearly represents the average traffic for the road
section being counted.
There is a need to coordinate the length of coverage counts and
adjustment factors with the consideration of cost so as to achieve a
balance between cost and accuracy. Since the monthly adjustment factors
are the ratios of AADT to monthly average weekday traffic, the coverage
count duration might be extended from the present 48 hours to four
consecutive weekdays if improving the accuracy level of AADT estimates
is desirable taking into consideration the increased cost of ob-
taining the additional data.
If there are vehicle classification counts available at the ATR
stations axle correction factors may be used to reduce the errors
resulting from tube-type machine counts.
Weekly adjustment factors or even individual weekday factors may
be applied to increase the accuracy of AADT estimates
.
Processing
Program modernization in automation of collection and compilation
of traffic counts is still in the very early stages.
A telemetry system for retrieving continuous count data from the
field and computer programs for analysis of count data are needed to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of processing data.
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Presentation
Except for the traffic flow map currently produced about every
three years, traffic count data is not routinely analyzed or published,
It is desirable to publish the various volume data, including
vehicle classification counts, in reports.
Application
There is a lack of communication and coordination between the
users and collectors of traffic volume data.
Identification of uses of traffic count data in relationship to
needs is necessary to determine if the data are responsive to the
needs. The potential needs of the Traffic Division for the Planning
Division's count data and vice versa should be identified to prevent
duplicating volume counts, and make full use of volume count informa-
tion. The existing and potential design and planning needs by the
Divisions of Design, Roadside Development and other sections in the
Division of Planning should be evaluated to determine if the Planning
Statistics section's counting program is responsive to these needs.
It was not evident that the selection of projects by the Program
Planning Department was heavily based on traffic patterns or trends
established from the traffic counting program.
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CHAPTER V
DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED METHODS FOR STATEWIDE VEHICLE
COUNTING ON THE STATE RURAL HIGHWAYS WITH AADT
VOLUMES GREATER THAN 500
Introduction
Most AADT values for a highway system are obtained by taking
short term sample counts of traffic volumes on sections of the highway
system. These coverage counts are then expanded into estimates of
AADT by using adjustment factors, developed from continuous count
stations. The problem is to develop improved procedures for sampling
and expanding traffic counts at coverage count stations to produce
estimates of AADT of acceptable accuracy at minimum cost.
The "Guide" (10) suggests that the sections of the highway system
be divided into different categories as to
1. Geographic areas: rural and urban
2. Traffic volume patterns: general and special, and
3. AADT volume groups: three groups—AADT greater than 500,
between 25 and 500, and less than 25.
This research is concerned with traffic counting on the state
highway system on rural and suburban sections with 500 AADT or more.
The basis for the establishment of improved procedures is monthly
adjustment factors developed from continuous count stations, as
suggested in the "Guide" (11) . Monthly traffic volume variations form
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patterns which tend to persist from year to year on the same road
sections. Thus groups with similar traffic patterns remain nearly in-
tact for several years. The proper grouping of the sections of high-
way and location of continuous count stations based on the available
information concerning factors affecting traffic variations are
necessary for improved sampling methods involving application of the
continuous count station group mean factors to coverage counts taken
on individual sections of highway.
The ISHC has grouped the 28 continuous count stations in Indiana
according to the "Guide", as shown in Table 1. However, some problems
have been found in this preliminary division of the count stations for
counting and estimating of traffic volumes. Station 173-A in the
Federal-Aid Primary group is suggested to belong to Group V, special
stations, because it is located on a coal haul route. Station 7047-A
is located on a county road in the Federal-Aid Secondary group with
AADT far below 500, and is not included in this research. Also,
Station 2262-A, is located in the downtown area of a particular urban
area and is also excluded from the analysis. The ISHC functional
group distribution of the 26 stations is revised as follows:
Functional Group No. of Continuous Count Scations
Interstate 3
Arterial (FAP) 11




No continuous count stations are presently located on minor
collector roads or local roads in the rural areas. Therefore, the
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above three rural groups, Interstate, Federal-Aid Primary and Federal-
Aid Secondary and the suburban group are considered for the following
analysis.
The following statistical analysis of continuous count stations
(Automatic Traffic Recorders) information is performed on the basis
of this group assignment of ATR stations to determine whether the
existing ISHC grouping is sufficient to represent various traffic
volume variation patterns for a more accurate estimation of AADT
volumes at the coverage count stations.
With the statistical analysis as a basis, suggested improved
methods are developed to produce a cost-effective counting program,
resulting in more reliable traffic data than the present program at
the same or reduced costs. The standard deviations of the AADT
estimates are estimated to verify the improvement resulting from the
"improved methods".
The improved methods deal primarily with the first four groups,
i.e. rural and suburban roads. The traffic volume variation pattern
of rural highways is much different from that of suburban roads.
Therefore, the improved methods will be stated separately for rural and
suburban roads.
The Special Station group will not be discussed in detail.
Statistical Analysis of Traffic Volume Variation Information
Mathematical Models
It is desired to establish groups of road sections having similar
patterns of monthly traffic volume variation in the state. Road
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sections which are determined to have such similar patterns provide
the basis for the expansion of coverage counts taken at points on
these sections within each group. In addition to the preliminary
grouping by the ISHC, further analysis and grouping is performed in
this research to get more representative continuous counts in each
group for accurate estimation of AADT volumes from coverage counts.
Common statistical models are utilized to perform the desired analysis
for further grouping.
For such analysis and grouping, those factors considered to have
an effect on traffic volume variation are studied. For each initially
selected factor the ATR's can be placed in groups using the particular
factor. The analysis determines whether or not the factor level means
|i are equal. If they are not, this factor becomes a grouping factor.
Obviously, "month" is a grouping factor and its significant
effects on seasonal volume variation are demonstrated later. In the
state, coverage counts are taken in twelve months so there are twelve
factor levels for the "month" factor. The other factors considered
have two factor levels. Several such factors are proposed for the
rural highways.
1. Traffic flow direction factor: The two factor levels are
north-south traffic (NS) and east-west (EW) traffic.
2. Geographic location factor: Two factor levels for a vertical
division of the state are eastern and western parts. Two
factor levels for a horizontal division of the state are
northern and southern parts. For recognition of such single-
factor effects those stations located in the extreme areas of
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these parts are selected for the analysis in most cases, and
the abbreviations for these areas are respectively E, W, N,
and S
.
3. Functional classification factor: This factor is only for
the Federal-Aid Primary group, which has two subgroups
—
principal arterial (P) and minor arterial (M)
.
From a statistical standpoint, the usual practice is to use the
"F" test with the "F" statistics as a decision criterion. The data
for this type of test are monthly adjustment factors. The data for
four years from 1975 to 1978 are used. For part of the analysis 1974
data are also used. The ISHC indicated that extreme weather conditions
were encountered at all the ATR's during January and December in 1977
and January and February in 1978.
The following text describes two statistical models using the "F"
statistics (F tests) which are applied to the statistical analysis of
the ATR information on traffic volume variation.
1. Two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) model
This model is first applied to the preliminary determination of
factor effects. Two factors originally considered to be significant
among those aforementioned factors are the traffic flow direction
factor with factor levels north-south (NS) and east-west (EW) and the
geographic location factor with factor levels north (N) and south (S)
.
There are four treatments in this model. The number of continuous
count stations must be at least one for each treatment thus at least
four stations are required for the whole model. All the rural groups
except the Federal-Aid Primary group do not have enough stations for
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the four treatments. Accordingly, the Federal-Aid Primary group is
selected for the application of this model. Three or more factor
models are prohibitive in our case because the existing number and
location of the ATR's are not sufficient for the requirements of such
models .
The procedure of the two-factor model analysis is shown below:
(1) the requirements for the model must be satisfied.
a. Normality
Experience has indicated that monthly adjustment factors
are normally distributed (12)
.
b. Independence of error terms
The continuous count stations from which the monthly
adjustment factors are determined are from the population
of road sections and are approximately independent
random samples. Actually a slight dependence exists for
adjustment factors over 12 months at a station. This
should not affect conclusions about non-month factors.
c. Equality of error variances
The Bartlett test is used to determine whether all the
populations consisting of 48 monthly adjustment factors
(12 months for each treatment) have the same variance.
Transformation of raw data Y to — , has been found to be
able to equalize the variances if unequality is detected.
(2) Notations in the structure of the model are described below:
a. Set traffic flow direction as Factor D, geographic
location as Factor G, treatment (or group) as T, station
as S, and month as M.
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b. The number of stations in each group is summarized below:
Factor D
NS EW total







total 6 5 11
c. The total number of observations will be twelve (months)
times eleven (stations), i.e. 132, since every station
has 12 different cases (months) in a year.
d. The two-factor ANOVA model is completed in Table 9. The
Table is a special case of the general statistical two-
factor ANOVA model.
(3) The decision rule for the F tests is generalized as follows:
At the level of significance a:
If F* < F(l - a; df , df ,), conclude the factor level means— n d
are equal; that is, conclude no significant factor effects
exist.
If F* > F(l - a; df , df ,), conclude the factor level means
n a
are not equal; that is, the interested factor can be a
grouping factor.
where a : value selected by the experimenter, in many cases,
the value of 0.05 is suggested.
df : the degree of freedom for the statistic in the
numerator of the F*
.
df , : the degree of freedom for the statistic in the
denominator of the F*.
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2. Single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) model
The difference between this and the previously described models
is the number of factors to be tested, as their titles indicate. The
single-factor is simpler and can be applied to all the groups of ATR's
because the number of stations required for the model is at least two
for at least one factor level of the selected factor. Since Factor M
(month) was shown to have significant effects by the use of the two-
factor model, the single-factor model is used to perform the studies
of the aforementioned factors with two factor levels.
The procedures for the single-factor model, similar to the two-
factor model, are described as follows:
(1) The same requirements as for the two factor model must be
satisfied before the performance of the F tests.










where Y, . , Y„ . : means for Factor levels 1 and 2 of a
lj • 2j •
specific factor in Month j
.
2
an : variance of the difference of the two
factor level means; that is, the true







ad : variance of the two factor levels' popu-
lations assuming the two populations have
the same variance; that is, the true
value of SS in the denominator of the F*.
2 2
dd : estimate of CTd ; that is a specific SS,
which is the sum of the monthly variances
for the factor level (s) having at least
two stations as observations for each
month. This SS can be found in the
corresponding Bartlett test.
n , n, : degrees of freedom for the two SS's in
n d




(3) The decision rule is the same as that in the two-factor
model.
The results of the application of the two ANOVA models are
described in the following subsections for various highway categories.
The Federal-Aid Primary is studied first because results of the two-
factor model application to the highway system can be helpful to other
tests using the single-factor model.
Federal-Aid Primary System
Eleven continuous count stations in this system are within the
analysis. Their locations and other information are indicated in
Table 1 and Figure 1.
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The two-factor ANOVA. model is first applied to the data to
determine whether the two selected factors are significant grouping
factors and which of the two factors can be considered most significant
among the factors to be tested under this highway category and the
other two rural categories. The following test uses the two-factor
model.
1. Test for determining which factor of the two selected factors
has more significant effects.
a. two factors: traffic flow direction factor and geographic
location factor with the division of the state into N & S.
b. stations observed: all of the eleven ATR's.
c. results: Note that the abbreviations in Table 9 are used
here.
Factor D: in 1978, F* = 1.24 <
in 1977, F* = 5.99 >
F(0.95; 1,7) = 5.59
in 1976, F* = 5.21 <
in 1975, F* = 6.05 >
Factor G: in 1978, F* =0.01 <
in 1977, F* = 0.01 <
F(0.95; 1,7) = 5.59
in 1976, F* = 0.00 <
in 1975, F* = 0.02 <
d. conclusions: Factor D has caused significant effects on
monthly volume variations for the years 1977 and 1975 but
not for years 1978 and 1976. Factor G with N & S does
not create effects, having F values far below the
criterion value.
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e. remarks: The effects of Factor Month, at the same time,
are determined to be significant in the model. The results
of this factor test are
in 1978, F* = 79.79 >
in 1977, F* = 57.84 >
F(0.95; 11,77) = 1.93
in 1976, F* = 69.81 >
in 1975, F* = 64.46 >
The results of the two-factor ANOVA model application indicate
that for the FAP category the subsequent tests can be started assuming
that the traffic flow direction factor effects the grouping. The
following tests, using the single-factor ANOVA model, determine the
effects of the other factors under a certain traffic flow direction
since the traffic flow direction factor has been shown to cause
effects on the monthly traffic volume variation pattern of the Federal-
Aid Primary system.
2. Test for Equality of the North and South Factor Level Means at
a traffic flow direction factor level, EW.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels N & S.
b. stations observed: N — 134-A and 279-A
S — 319-A
c. results: in 1978, F* -'1.98 '<
in 1977, F* = 1.95 <
F(0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
in 1976, F* = 1.04 <
in 1975, F* = 0.77 <
d. conclusion: no effects exist
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e. remarks: other similar tests under the traffic flow
direction NS , cannot be done because there is no station
located in the extremely southern part in this case.
f. notes: This test is to determine whether there is
difference in the traffic volume variation pattern between
the two extreme geographic parts of the state, although
no difference was found from the two-factor model between
the northern and southern halves.
3. Test for Equality of the East and West Factor Level Means at
a traffic flow direction factor level, NS
.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels E & W
b. stations observed: E — 25-A and 301-A
W — 100-X and 256-A
c. results: in 1978, F* - 0.61 <
in 1977, F* = 1.03 <
F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1976, F* = 4.98 >
in 1975, F* = 2.13 <
d. conclusion: 1976 data show the existence of effects;
1975, 1977 and 1978 do not.
e. remarks: The results indicate that this geographic
factor (E and W) has greater effects than the other
geographic factor (N and S) in the previous test but the
results are weak at best. There is a significant effect
in 1976 only.
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4. Test for Equality of the East and West Factor Level Means at
a traffic flow direction factor level, EW.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels E & W
b. stations observed: E — 68-A and 134-A
W — 262-A and 319-A
c. results: in 1978, F* = 0.59 <
in 1977, F* = 0.46 <
F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1976, F* = 0.61 <
in 1975, F* = 3.68 >
d. conclusion: 1975 data show the existence of effects;
1976, 1977, 1978 do not.
e. remarks: This test indicates similar results to the
preceding test's; that is, only one year shows that the
geographic factor with factor levels E and W creates
effects on the monthly volume variation. The two years,
1976 and 1975, are not those indicated to have the
extreme weather conditions. 1977 and 1978 did have
extreme weather.
5. Test for Equality of the Principal and Minor Arterial Factor
Level Means at a traffic flow direction factor level, NS.
a. factor: functional classification factor with factor
levels P & M
b. stations observed: P — 254-B
M — 25-A, 100-X, 256-A, 301-A and
313-A
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c. results: in 1978, F* = 0.80 <
in 1977, F* = 1.18 <
FC0.95; 12,48) - 1.97
in 1976, F* = 1.09 <
in 1975, F* = 1.38 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist. Hence one does not need
to separate principal and minor arterials in NS direction.
6. Test for Equality of the Principal and Minor Arterial Factor
Level Means at a traffic flow direction factor level, EW, and
a geographic location factor level, E.
a. factor: functional classification factor with P & M
b. stations observed: P — 68-A and 134-A (east)
M — 279-A (not in the extreme east,
near the middle)
C. results: in 1978, F* = 0.27 <
in 1977, F* - 0.55 <
F(0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
in 1976, F* = 0.91 <
in 1975, F* = 1.73 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist. Hence one need not divide
arterials into principal and minor arterials.
7. Test for Equality of the Western and Middle Group Means at a
traffic flow direction factor level, EW.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels W and Middle
b. stations observed: W — 262-A and 319-A
Middle — 279-A
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c. results: in 1978, F* = 0.45 <
in 1977, F* = 0.40 <
F(0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
in 1976, F* = 0.41 <
in 1975, F* = 1.53 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist
e. remarks: This test and the previous one indicate that
the middle stations and western or eastern stations cannot
be shown to be different in terms of traffic volume
variation under the same flow direction EW. Therefore,
the division of the state into the eastern and western
halves at the EW traffic flow direction factor level does
not seem reasonable.
8. Test for Equality of the Eastern and Middle Group Means at a
traffic flow direction factor level, NS.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels E and Middle
b. stations observed: E — 25-A and 301-A
Middle — 254-B and 313-A
c. results: in 1978, F* = 3.20 >
in 1977, F* = 2.57 >
F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1976, F* = 2.19 >
in 1975, F* = 1.66 <
d. conclusion: Effects exist.
9. Test for Equality of the Western and Middle Group Means at a
traffic flow direction factor level, NS
.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels W and Middle
b. stations observed: W — 100-X and 256-A
Middle — 254-B and 313-A
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c. results: in 1978, F* = 6.25 >
in 1977, F* = 1.26 <
F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1976, F* = 4.22 >
in 1975, F* = 4.35 >
d. conclusion: Effects exist
e. remarks: This test and the previous one indicate that the
middle stations and western or eastern stations are
different in terms of monthly traffic volume variation
pattern under the traffic flow direction, NS
.
A summary of the above tests is shown below:
1. The traffic flow direction factor is the first one suggested
for grouping in the FAP system.
2. No other factors are considered to have significant effects
on monthly volume variation.
Interstate System
Three continuous count stations in this system are within the
analysis. Their locations and other related information are indicated
in Table 1 and Figure 1. Referring to the results of the two-factor
model tests on the FAP data, we would suggest the traffic flow direction
factor be the first one to be applied to the system. The only test to
be performed using the single-factor model is to determine the existence
of the traffic flow direction factor effects. The geographic factors
cannot be tested because the three stations are located in the central
part of the state.
Test for Equality of the North-South and East-West Traffic Flow
Direction Factor Level Means
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a. factor: traffic flow direction factor with factor levels
NS and EW
b. stations observed: NS — 172-A
EW — 5474-A and 3070-A
c. results: in 1978, F* = 2.06 <
in 1977, F* = 3.23 <
F(0.95; 12,12) - 2.69
in 1976, F* =10.85 >
in 1975, F* = 3.91 >
d. conclusion: Significant effects exist
A summary of the above test is that, as far as the limited data
are concerned, the traffic flow direction factor is the first one
suggested for grouping in the Interstate system.
Federal-Aid Secondary System
There are five continuous count stations available for the
analysis in this system. Their locations and other related information
are indicated in Table 1 and Figure 1. The following tests use the
single-factor model.
1. Test for Equality of the North-South and East-West Traffic
Flow Direction Factor Level Means.
a. factor: traffic flow direction factor with factor levels
NS & EW
b. stations observed: NS — 42-A, 47-A and 200-X
EW — 59-A and 5420-A
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c. results: in 1978, F* = 1.03 <
in 1977, F* = 2.99 >
F(0.95; 12,36) = 2.04
in 1976, F* = 0.94 <
in 1975, F* - 0.87 <
d. conclusion: 1977 data show the existence of effects;
1975, 1976, and 1978 do not.
e. remarks: Year 1977 was indicated to have extreme weather
conditions affecting traffic flow situations in January
and February, so the 1977 test result should not be
generalized to conclude the existence of effects is true
for the other years as well.
2. Test for Equality of the East and West Factor Level Means.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels E & W
b. stations observed: E — 47-A and 59-A
W — 42-A and 5420-A
c- results: in 1978, F* = 0.69 <
in 1977, F* = 0.17 <
F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1976, F* = 1.10 <
in 1975, F* = 1.49 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist
e. remarks: Another test for equality of the north and
south factor level means cannot be done because all the
stations in this system are located in the middle one-
third of the state.
A summary of the above tests is that not any factor can be a
grouping factor for this highway category, as far as the data available
are concerned.
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The aforementioned factors detected for the FAP and Interstate
highway system are not considered to have effects on monthly volume
variation for the FAS system. This system serves intracounty travel,
connecting nearby towns or cities. The travel distances are shorter
and the travel generators connected have less significant activity
systems than in the FAP and Interstate highway systems.
Grouping of Continuous Count Stations
The previous statistical analysis suggests a new grouping of the
existing continuous count stations based on the difference of annual
patterns of monthly adjustment factors. The data used were the four-
year monthly adjustment factors from the existing continuous count
stations.
Based on the statistical analysis of the existing ATR monthly
volume variation information, the rural highway systems can be
separated into eight groups, as shown below:
Continuous Count
Group No. Proposed Classification Group Stations
Interstate
1 with North-South Traffic . 172-A
2 with East-West Traffic 3070-A, 5474-A
Federal-Aid Primary
3 with North-South traffic in East 25-A, 301-A
4 with North-South traffic in
Middle 254-B, 313-A
5 with North-South traffic in West 100-X, 256-A
6 with East-West traffic in East 68-A, 134-A, 279-A
7 with East-West traffic in West 262-A, 319-A
8 Federal-Aid Secondary 42-A, 47-A, 59-A
-.
. 200-X, 5420-A
Total number of continuous count
stations 19
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The following procedures are based on this proposed group classi-
fication instead of the ISHC grouping to test whether the above
grouping for the Interstate and Federal-Aid primary systems can improve
the accuracy of AADT estimates and whether the number of the con-
tinuous count stations for each group can be reduced and still obtain
the desired accuracy level.
Determination of Adequacy of the Continuous
Count Station Programs
After grouping continuous count stations by numerical measures of
the difference of monthly adjustment factors, it is desirable to know
the accuracy levels of AADT estimates at coverage count stations for
various groups of highway so as to evaluate and improve the existing
counting operations, especially in the number and location of con-
tinuous count stations and the length and frequency of coverage counts.
The true error that can be expected in AADT estimates at coverage
count stations can be measured by taking random samples of short
duration counts (for example a 48 hour count as used by the ISHC) from
the data at continuous count stations. Each sample is then expanded
into an estimate of AADT by application of the appropriate group mean
factor. At the continuous count stations the true AADT value is
always known. The difference between the estimated and true AADT is
termed estimated error.
It has been found that the standard deviations are significant
measures of errors of AADT estimates that can be expected at coverage
count stations (13). Since the continuous count stations, when
grouped, are considered to represent the population of all the highway
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sections of the groups, their standard deviation is also the measure
of errors at the coverage count stations. The advantage of the
standard deviation as a measure of errors is that it gives the size of
error and also the expectation of how often an error of that size or
smaller may occur. The formula of the standard deviation is as
follows:
Standard deviation = + ../ ——
-
(5.2)
where N = number of random units" in sample for a year
E = relative error of AADT estimate
Y -Y
Relative error = —— x 100 (5.3)
where Y.. = estimated AADT
Y = true AADT
Assuming a normal distribution of errors and a zero average error,
approximately 68 percent of all errors can be expected to be within
the range of plus and minus one standard deviation; 95 percent within
two standard deviations. The "Guide" suggests + 10 percent as an
acceptable standard deviation limit for most uses of AADT information
(14).
The standard deviation information can be utilized to check the
adequacy of number and location of the existing ATR's in the groups
having at least two ATR's. Unfortunately, the standard deviation is
not available in the groups having less than two ATR's. In such a
case there is a need to add control station(s) to make the standard
deviation data available and, furthermore, to determine the desired
number of stations.
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For the groups having the standard deviations available, it is
also desirable to know the confidence degree of the estimated standard
deviations. The standard error is an indicator of the accuracy of
these estimates when considering their values and the sample size
from which they were computed. If the range of plus and minus one
standard error from the standard deviation is established about the
estimated standard deviation, the fiducial probability is approximately
68 percent that the true standard deviation falls within this range;
if the range of plus and minus two standard errors from the standard
deviation is established, the fiducial probability is approximately
95 chances out of 100. The standard error of the standard deviation
is also used to test for a significant difference between two standard
deviations. The formula for the standard error of the standard
deviation is as follows (15)
:
„ „ , , , . Est. Stand. DeviationStandard error of standard devxation =
(5.4)
Where N.. = sample size used in estimating the standard deviation.
The following outline describes the steps used to produce simulated
distributions of errors of estimated AADT which could be expected from
48-hour coverage count by applications of the ISHC group mean factors
and the proposed group mean factors .
1. The definition of an ISHC group mean factor has been stated
in Chapter II. The difference between the ISHC and the
proposed group mean factors lies in the number of continuous
count stations contributing to these two categories of means.
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The different number of stations results from the suggested
grouping procedure. To minimize the number of continuous
count stations in a proposed group, a first trial, is made
where two continuous count stations are randomly selected
from the original stations in the proposed group of more
than two stations for calculation of the proposed group mean
factors. Then, by trial and error, the number of stations
selected for determining the proposed group means may be in-
creased one by one until the computed standard deviation is
below 10 percent.
2. Coverage counts of 48-hour duration between Monday and Friday
are simulated at continuous count stations. Since the number
of continuous count stations is very limited, one count per
station per month each- year is needed to acquire a sufficient
number of simulated counts.
3. The average weekday traffic of each sample coverage count is
computed and expanded to an estimate of AADT by applying the
aforementioned two kinds of group mean factors. Note that
in the simulation we apply the group mean factors of a
particular year to the average weekday traffic for that year,
without updating the outdated traffic.
4. Each estimated AADT is compared to the true AADT for the
particular continuous count stations and the plus or minus
error of estimate as a percent of true AADT is computed by-
Formula (5.3).
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5. The standard deviation of the resulting distribution of the
directional percentage errors for each group in a year is
computed by Formula C5.2).
6a. If all the original- continuous count stations in a proposed
group are involved in its mean factors in a particular trial,
it is best to include the group mean factors used in the
previous trial to expand the coverage counts taken at the
remaining continuous count station. Among such special cases,
if the number of the original continuous count stations are
two, the monthly, adjustment factors from one of the two
stations are used to expand the coverage counts at the other
station,
b. Then, a temporary standard deviation results from Steps 4 and
5. It needs modifying by multiplying a constant. For
example, for the groups having and requiring two stations,
the modification constant is*yl/2; for the groups having and
requiring three stations , yj 2/3; for the groups having and
requiring five stations, -^4/5.
7. A four-year average standard deviation for each group is
computed as an estimated standard deviation.
8. The standard errors of standard deviation are computed from
Formula (5.4) with the average four-year standard deviation
as a numerator and the number of the four-year sample counts
as. a denominator of the right side of this formula. If each
year has the same number of sample counts, then N. = 4 x N.
9. All the results of the above simulation steps are shown in
Table 10.
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TABLE 10 : STANDARD DENTATIONS QF PERCENT ERROR OF AADT ESTIMATED BY USE OF
PROPOSED US. ISHC GROUP MEAN FACTORS FOR RURAL GROUPS
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER' OF STANDARD DEVIATION IN PERCENT
STATIONS STATIONS COUNTS
SELECTED FOR FOR IN
PROPOSED ISHC SAMPLE PROPOSED GROUP ISHC GROUP COMPARISON
GROUP MEAN GROUP MEAN N (NI) MEAN* FACTOR MEAN FACTOR AT = 0.25
GROUP NO. 1 — Interstate N-S Traffic
GROUP MO. 2 — Interstate E-W Traffic
2 3 12 (48) 8.3S (0.85)* 11. G8 (1.19)»
GROUP MO. 3 -- FAP, N-S Traffic in E
2 12 12 (48) 8.05 (0.82) 3.28 (0.95)
GOOD
FAIR
GROUP NO. 4 — FAP, N-S Traffic in Middle
2 12 12 (48) 7.99 (0.S2) 8.31 (0.91) FAIR
GROUP NO. 5 — FAP, N-S Traffic in W
2 12 12 (48) 8.00 (0.82) 11.55 (1.19) GOOD
GROUP NO. 5 — FAP-,- E-W Traffic in E
2 12 12 (48) 11.55 CI. 13) 13.83 (1.42) GOOD
3 12 12 (48) 9.51 (0.97) 13.89 (1.42) GOOD
GROUP NO. 7 — FAP, E-W Traffic in W
2 12 12 (48) 12.81 (1.31) 10








36 (144) 11.23- (O.SS) 8
24 (35) 12.01 CO..87) 9






* STANDARD ERROR OF STANDARD DEUIATION IN PERCENT
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The simulated standard deviations, from the statistical point of
view, result from:
1. The deviation of the monthly adjustment factor at an ATR from
the group mean monthly adjustment factor; in other words, the
degree of adequacy of the number and location of the existing
continuous count stations.
2. The deviation of the average daily traffic of a two-weekday
coverage count in a particular month from the monthly average
weekday traffic at this coverage count station in the same
month.
If the simulated standard deviation approximates the true standard
deviation and the simulation results indicate a need for improvement
in accuracy level, then reducing the deviation would result in higher
degree of accuracy for the AADT estimates but would increase data
gathering costs. A decision would have to be made as to a balance
between increased costs and increased accuracy.
Table 10 indicates the following information:
1. For the proposed groups standard deviations resulting from the
use of different numbers of stations for a group are provided
to determine the desired number of stations for the group so
as to porovide a standard deviation of 10% or less.
2. The same sample counts are used for the ISHC groups as for
the proposed groups so as to make a comparison in accuracy
level between these two groupings.
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3. A statistical comparison of standard deviations between the
two categories of groupings is made using a level of signifi-
cance a of 0.25, as a decision criterion. Then, "good" means
that the standard deviation has been reduced with the use of
the proposed group mean factors; "fair" means that the
standard deviation is still the same; "poor" means that the
standard deviation has been increased with the use of the
proposed group mean factors. It should be noted that the
relatively high a value of 0.25 has been chosen for this
comparison simply because the number of the simulated con-
tinuous count stations is small and any difference between
the two categories of standard deviations would not be likely
to show up for small values of a (say, 0.05).
From Table 10, some conclusions can be made for the improved
counting program:
1. For the Interstate system, the accuracy level is improved
after the ATR's are grouped into two groups with different
traffic flow directions. The standard deviation of the
percent error of estimated AADT for the group of the east-
west Interstate highways is below the desired limit of 10
percent. Accordingly, the original two stations in this
group are considered to be adequate. Additional control
stations are suggested for the group of the north-south
Interstate system to obtain information on standard deviation,
and then to determine the adequacy of number and location of
the control stations. According to the experience with the
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other groups, probably one additional continuous count
station is needed for the required accuracy level. Seasonal
control stations are required in some geographically
representative locations to determine whether the monthly
volume variation patterns in these locations are different.
If there is such difference, more stations may be needed.
2. For the FAP system, four of the five groups show that the
accuracy levels are improved after the ATR's were grouped
into five groups and these levels are below 10 percent
.
Two stations each are required for Groups 3, 4, and 5, and
three are required for Group 6. An additional station is
needed for Group 7 to reduce the errors.
For the FAP system with east-west traffic, its grouping into
Group No. 6 and Group No. 7 is weak, according to Tests 4, 6
and 7 in the "Statistical Analysis of Traffic Volume Variation
Information" section. These two groups can be arranged as a
group. Analysis of its accuracy level, not shown in this
table, suggests- an additional station is still needed.
3. For the FAS system, four stations are sufficient for the
desired accuracy, although the ISHC group, having six
stations, has a lower error of AADT estimates. According to
the statistical analysis, it is suggested to relocate
Station 200-X to other groups which need a continuous count
station.
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Treatment of Suburban Road Sections
Introduction
The statistical analysis of the monthly adjustment factors for
the grouping of continuous count stations and the estimation of the
standard deviations of the errors of AADT estimates for the suburban
roads are the same as for the rural highways. The state has four
continuous count stations located in the suburban areas, from which the
adjustment factors can be determined for the expansion of coverage
counts taken in these areas
.
Generally, the monthly variations of traffic volumes on suburban
roads approach those of the roads in the cities (16). It has also
been found that monthly traffic volume fluctuations in the cities are
much smaller than they are on the rural roads, so the urban factors
tend to approach unity for each month. This implies that the monthly
variations in the suburban areas are usually smaller than those ob-
served on the rural sections of the same route. An example is shown
in Figure 2, which indicates the comparison of monthly adjustment
factor variations over 12 months in 1976 between specific rural and
suburban road sections of Route U.S. 31.
Therefore, expansion of traffic counts in the suburban develop-
ments of larger cities is specially treated in many states (17). The
ISHC has assigned suburban road sections within the boundaries of
urban areas as defined by the FHWA to the Urban Routes group, including
an ATR in the downtown area of a particular urban area. Only the four
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF MONTHLY VARIATIONS IN
TRAFFIC VOLUME BETWEEN RURAL AND
SUBURBAN SECTIONS ON ROUTE U.S. 31
FOR 1976
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The adequacy of the existing continuous count station program is
evaluated and then determination of the desired number of continuous
count stations at the aforementioned accuracy level is made.
Statistical Analysis of Traffic Volume Variation Information
There are four continuous count stations in the group of suburban
routes. Their locations and other related information are indicated
in Table 1 and Figure 1. The usual practice for grouping ATR's on
urban/suburban roads in other states is to divide them into two groups,
large urban areas and small urban areas, according to urban area size.
The former type of urban areas has the population not less than 50,000
while the latter one has the population less than 50,000. This factor
and the aforementioned factors for the rural highways are all tested
to determine their effects on traffic volume variations on the
suburban roads. Unfortunately, the traffic flow direction for the
four stations are all north-south. It is therefore not possible to
group the stations on the basis of traffic flow direction. The
following tests use the single-factor ANOVA model.
1. Test for Equality of the Two Factor Level Means for Large
Urban Area Suburban Roads and Small Urban Area Suburban Roads.
a. factor: urban area type factor with factor levels
Large Urban and Small Urban Areas
b. stations observed: Large Urban — 40-A and 45-B
Small Urban — 72-A and 73-A
results: in 1978, F* = 4.62 >
in 1975, F* = 1.25 <
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FC0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
(Station 72-A not in-
cluded in 1978 and
1975 data)
in 1977, F* = 2.26 >
in 1976, F* = 0.50 < F(0.95; 12,24) = 2.18
in 1974, F* = 0.37 <
d. conclusion: 1978 and 1977 data show the existence of
effects
e. remarks: The final conclusion is difficult to make, since
the two years showing the existence of effects had extreme
weather conditions. Additional data in 1974 are needed to
see whether it is necessary to subdivide the group into
different urban area type subgroups. It seems more con-
vincing to treat all the ATR's in the suburban group as
one group. However, grouping or not will be tested to see
which has better results.
f. notes: Station 72-A showed abnormal monthly volume
variation data in 1978 and 1975 due to road construction
and closing respectively, so only one station was observed
in the group of small urban areas for the two years
.
2. Test for Equality of the East and West Factor Level Means.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels E & W.
b. stations observed: E — 45-B
W — 40-A and 73-A
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c. results: in 1978, F* = 0.59 <
in 1977, F* = 0.33 <
FC0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
in 1976, F* = 0.60 <
in 1975, F* « 0.52 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist
3. Test for Equality of the Western and Middle Group Means.
a. factor: geographic factor with factor levels W and Middle
b. stations observed: W — 40-A and 73-A
Middle — 72-A
c. results: in 1977, F* = 0.43 <
F(0.95; 12,12) = 2.69
in 1976, F* = 1.77 <
d. conclusion: No effects exist
e. remarks: This geographic factor cannot be said to affect
the traffic volume variation pattern on the suburban
roads
.
A summary of the above tests is that, as far as the available data
are concerned, the traffic volume variation patterns are statistically
the same throughout the geographic areas of the state.
For the determination of existence of effects of the traffic flow
direction factor, Station 2262-A, with east-west traffic flow direction,
must be observed together with the four stations on the suburban roads
with north-south traffic flow direction to perform this desired test.
This test, not shown here, has indicated that the traffic flow
direction factor does not cause effects on the monthly traffic volume
variation pattern on the suburban roads. If there were such effects,
it would not be assured that these effects were caused by the traffic
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flow direction factor because the geographic difference between, cities
and suburban areas probably contributed to the effects. So, it can be
concluded that the traffic flow direction factor would not be a grouping
factor for the Suburban Routes group, as was the case with the geo-
graphic factors.
Determination of Adequacy of the Suburban
Continuous Count Station Program
From the previous statistical analysis, it appears to be best not
to subdivide the four continuous count stations on the suburban roads
into more than one group. However, the subdivision of this group into
two subgroups by urban area type factor will be tested. Tests will
also be made to determine the desired number of continuous count
stations. For this group, the four stations are indicated below:
Continuous 'Count
Group No. Proposed Classification Group Stations
9 Suburban Routes 40-A, 45-B, 72-A,
7 3-
A
Tables 11 and 12 indicate the standard deviations of AADT estimates
in the proposed and existing ISHC counting programs respectively for a
single suburban group and for two groups (with grouping by urban area
type factor). The results are summarized as follows:
1. From Table 11, only two stations are needed for the Suburban
Routes group to satisfy the desired standard deviation, so
the other two stations could be relocated or eliminated.
According to our statistical analysis, the two extra stations
are 45-B and 72-A.
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TABLE 11 : STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PERCENT ERROR OF AADT ESTIMATED BY USE OF
PROPOSED US. ISHC GROUP MEAN FACTORS FOR A SINGLE SUBURBAN GROUP
STANDARD DEVIATION IN PERCENTNUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
STATIONS STATIONS COUNTS
SELECTED FOR FOR IN
PROPOSED ISHC SAMPLE PROPOSED GROUP ISHC GROUP
GROUP MEAN GROUP MEAN N (Nl) MEAN FACTOR
COMPARISON
MEAN FACTOR AT =0.25
24 (72) 8.75 (0.73)* 7.SS (O.SG)* FAIR
NOTES :
* STANDARD ERROR OF STANDARD DEVIATION IN PERCENT
TABLE 12 : STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PERCENT ERROR OF AADT ESTIMATED BY USE OF
PROPOSED US. ISHC GROUP MEAN FACTORS FOR TWO SUBURBAN GROUPS
STANDARD DEUIATION IN PERCENTNUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
STATIONS STATIONS COUNTS
SELECTED FOR FOR IN
PROPOSED ISHC SAMPLE PROPOSED GROUP ISHC GROUP COMPARISON
GROUP MEAN GROUP MEAN N (Nl) MEAN FACTOR MEAN FACTOR AT = 0.25
GROUP — LARGE URBAN AREA SUBURBAN ROADS
2 5 12 (48) 7.32: (0.81)* 7.55 (0.77)* FAIR
GROUP — SMALL URBAN AREA SUBURBAN ROADS
2 5 12 (24) G.S8 (1.01) 10. 4S (1.51) GOOD
NOTES :
* STANDARD ERROR OF STANDARD DEUIATION IN PERCENT
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2. From Table 12, the original four stations are needed for the
two suburban subgroups to achieve the same accuracy level.
3. The standard deviations using the two groups and the single
proposed group are statistically the same, but the use of
the latter group is more economical because the number of
stations required is less than that required by the two groups
arrangement.
Therefore, it is not suggested to further group the suburban
routes into the suburban roads in urbanized areas and in small urban
areas. This means that all the suburban routes would be treated as
one group for estimating AADT volumes. Thus, it is recommended that
only two continuous count stations are needed for the Suburban Routes
group
.
Treatment of Special Traffic Routes
After the identification of the routes with special traffic
volume variation patterns in Appendix D, it is desired to apply
appropriate monthly adjustment factors to the coverage counts taken on
these routes.
The road sections exhibiting unusual patterns of monthly variations
of traffic volume are limited in extent, about 10 percent of the state
highway system in terms of number of road sections or highway mileage.
According to the "Guide", a single continuous or suitable seasonal
control station is ordinarily sufficient to obtain the necessary ad-
justment factors for such sections. It has been observed that two
continuous count stations are located on coal haul routes and one is




Group No. Proposed Classification Group Station
10 Coal Traffic Routes 74-A, 173-A.
11 Summer Recreation Routes 281-A
The major goal of the proposed counting program for these groups
is to retain only one continuous count station for each of them, as per
the "Guide" (18). So, one of the two stations on the coal traffic
routes should be relocated to other places where there is a need for
continuous count stations, or else it could be eliminated.
Recommendations for the Statewide Vehicle Counting
Continuous Count Station Program
The goal of the continuous counting program is to provide a series
of adjustment factors to allow expansion of short-term (48-hour coverage)
counts, A successful expansion of the coverage counts is a pivotal
part of the whole counting program. To achieve this goal, the proposed
continuous count station program has the following objectives:
1. to secure a balanced representation of the various functional
classifications of highway sections. The three functional
classifications for the rural highways presently used by the
ISHC were verified to be adequate for representing the
diversified traffic volume variation patterns on the state
highway system. These three functional classes are Interstate,
arterial and major collector.
2. to provide a reasonable representation of significant traffic
flow characteristics. Traffic flow direction has been found
to influence the monthly traffic volume variation on the two
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higher classes of rural highways. Two such traffic flow
directions are north-south traffic flow and east-west traffic
flow.
3. to provide a geographic representation within functional
classes. The east and west of the state indicate different
traffic volume variation patterns.
4. to retain existing station location were possible. The
purposes of retaining existing station locations is three-
fold. First, to provide for analysis of historical trends;
second, to provide for evaluation of the existing and
proposed counting program; third, to reduce the costs of
establishing new locations, because all the stations have
operating loops
.
These objectives are achieved by the proposed continuous count
program at the desired accuracy level of AADT estimates. The proposed
continuous count station program will provide balanced, representative
counts while minimizing the cost of locating new stations.
The number of continuous count stations in the proposed counting
program is two less than the present program. The other change lies in
the balance of the proposed plan, providing a wide range of representa-
tive statistically classified stations. The existing ISHC counting
program contains six groups (including two special station groups)
while the proposed one contains ten groups. A comparison of the
proposed versus the ISHC station distribution among the proposed groups
appears in Table 13. Note that two stations from the four redundant
stations on the FAS, suburban and coal traffic roads have been relocated
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Table 13. Proposed vs. ISHC Group Distribution, of the Continuous
Count Stations
High Volume Roads in Rural and Suburban Areas (> or = 500 AADT)
, „ Proposed No. ISHC No.Proposed Group
of Stations of stations
Interstate
With North-South Traffic 2 1
With East-West Traffic 2 2
Federal-Aid Primary
With North-South Traffic
in the East 2 2
With North-South Traffic
in the Middle 2 2
With North-South Traffic
in the West 2 2
With East-West Traffic 6 5
Federal-Aid Secondary 4 5
Suburban Routes 2 4
Coal Traffic Routes 1 2
Summer Recreation Routes 1 1
TOTAL 24 26
Low Volume Roads (< 500 AADT) —* 1
Urban Routes
Notes:
*Not within this research study.
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respectively to the groups of the north-south Interstate highways and
the east-west FAP highways. The exact locations for the two relocated
stations should be determined by the ISHC counting personnel to pro-
vide locations which are stable and representative over time and space.
For the other two stations, it is suggested to relocate them to low
volume roads, city streets or rural highways where the data from
seasonal control stations indicate a need for new continuous count
stations.
The method presently used by the ISHC for computing monthly ad-
justment factors which is the ratio of AADT to the four-weekday
monthly average weekday traffic is recommended for use in the proposed
counting program. This is because, as a rule, the variation of Friday
volumes within a month is greater than that of the other weekdays, and
thus AADT estimates based on 5-weekday counts tend to be less accurate
than those based on 4 weekdays. So, the 48-hour coverage counts should
be taken between Monday and Thursday, not between Monday and Friday.
The group mean monthly adjustment factors are computed for each
proposed group to apply to the coverage counts in the same group . The
difference between the proposed and ISHC computation methods is that
the ISHC group mean factors are computed from the monthly factors which
do not exceed the maximum range of 0.20- for each of the ISHC groups
while the proposed group mean factors are computed without considera-
tion of this range.
Seasonal Control Count Station Program
The ISHC has started developing a seasonal control station system
around the functional classification to identify particular problem areas,
that is, areas with special seasonal patterns.
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First, like other states, Indiana has not enough information for
assigning the road sections to pattern groups which cannot be grouped
by the existing continuous count stations, such as the Interstate
Highways in some geographic areas and other road sections where the
changes in the group patterns are not easily ascertained. In such
situations, it is desirable to establish additional control stations
to define the seasonal volume variation patterns. If the seasonal
patterns are available, it can be determined how many subgroups and
how many additional continuous count stations are needed for the
Interstate system and FAS system.
Secondly, the seasonal control stations could be used to acquire
the data on errors of AADT estimates in the groups where there are
not enough continuous count stations for estimating standard deviations.
The method for selecting a location for a seasonal control station
in a group is suggested to be the same as that for selecting a con-
tinuous count station location.
In general, the location of the stations of the seasonal control
network supplement the locations of the continuous count network for
the data base required to estimate the AADT volumes. At the time the
continuous count network becomes sufficiently representative of the
full range of travel characteristics and all the road sections have
been grouped, the number of seasonal control stations can be signifi-
cantly reduced.
Coverage Count Station Program
As previously discussed, the goal of the proposed traffic counting
program is to provide reliable statewide AADT estimates. Besides a
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good continuous count station program, an efficient coverage counting
program is also required.
First of 'all, all road sections should be placed in the proper
group based on the characteristics of the road section. In the state,
the assignment of the road sections to the two "Special Station"
groups is not presently done. In this research the coal traffic
routes and recreational traffic routes have been identified, and
should be reviewed by the ISHC personnel. Then, the proper group
(mean) factors can be applied to the coverage counts taken on these
routes
.
Secondly, the frequency of the coverage counts might be modified.
Since the previous simulation is based on the use of the current
coverage counts, probably more errors would have been found in AADT
estimates expanded from outdated coverage counts. In the state, the
coverage counting program involves different year cycles depending on
the traffic growth rate of an area. On the average, it is made in a
five year cycle; that is, about one-fifth of the coverage counts are
made each year. Outdated coverage counts, after application of the
contemporary group mean factors, are updated to the current year by an
estimated growth rate. So, a large cycle would probably cause un-
realistic values for the updated estimates of AADT volumes. A maximum
cycle of three years is recommended by the FHWA.
If more accurate AADT estimates are desirable or if the present
number of continuous count stations should be significantly reduced
the length of the coverage counts could be extended. Theore-
tically, if the presently used 48-hour duration is lengthened to four
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consecutive weekdays from Monday to Thursday the standard deviation
of the AADT estimates will be reduced by a ratio of fl . Although, in
fact, it cannot be reduced as much, considerable reduction of errors
is possible, however the cost of obtaining the data would be increased
significantly.
Estimation of Benefits of the Improved Methods
The recommended statewide vehicle counting program is considered
to be a cost effective program for the rural and suburban highways.
Most standard deviations of the percent error of AADT estimates are
reduced after grouping for the Interstate and FAP systems, and the
number of continuous count stations is reduced from 9 to 6 by
statistical techniques for the FAS system and suburban routes (Table
13). On the average, the standard deviation for all of the highway
systems is reduced from the present 9 percent to 8 percent, assuming
the coverage counts to be applied are all current counts. These two
figures are computed by averaging the standard deviations of all the
proposed groups for each of the two categories of group mean factors
as shown in Tables 10 and 11. This small reduction, one percent, is
due to the redistribution of the errors among groups after grouping.
The other states such as those observed in this research have
many more continuous count stations than this state to obtain their
desired accuracy levels, usually the standard deviation of 10 percent





The review and analysis of existing statewide vehicle counting
programs in several states served as background for the recommendations
made in this research for improved methods for the Indiana Statewide
vehicle counting program.
The proposed grouping of road sections should improve the accuracy
of AADT estimates at reduced cost for continuous count stations. The
new grouping of existing continuous count stations has resulted in more
groups than the present ISHC grouping. The number of continuous count
stations for each group is based on statistical analysis of simulated
data from the existing continuous count stations. For the six proposed
groups established for the Interstate and FAP systems, accuracy levels
of AADT estimates are increased to the desired level of + 10%, but the
total number of continuous count stations is also increased from 14 to
16. For the FAS system and suburban routes, the number of the total
continuous count stations is decreased from 9 to 6 and the accuracy
level is maintained within + 10%, the desired level. For the two
special types of routes, only one continuous count station is needed
for each.
Other suggestions for the improved method include the establishment
of a seasonal control station network and the shortening of the coverage
count cycle. These actions are encouraged to help raise the accuracy
level of estimating AADT volumes of road sections.
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Recommended Statewide Vehicle Counting Program for Indiana
Summarized below are the recommendations for an improved statewide
vehicle counting program for the State of Indiana.
The highway system is divided into different categories as to area
type (rural, suburban, and urban), AADT volume (higher and lower than
500 AADT) , and traffic pattern (general and special) . Only rural and
suburban roads with AADT volumes greater than 500 are included within
the recommendations of this research.
Continuous Count Station Program
The proposed continuous count station program suggested in Table 14
below provides statistically based counts representative of the state-
wide traffic volume pattern while requiring fewer continuous count
stations than are now used.
For each proposed group the group mean monthly adjustment factor
is computed by averaging all the monthly adjustment factors for a
particular month. The 0.20 rule suggested in the FHWA "Guide for
Traffic Volume Counting Manual" is not used in this computation.
Seasonal Control Count Station Program
The function of the proposed seasonal control station program is
to supplement the locations of the continuous count network, for the
data base required to obtain seasonal factors and factor groups. A
seasonal control station program is needed to provide seasonal volume
variation information in areas where no continuous count stations are
provided. A long range goal is to reduce the number of seasonal control
stations to a small number when the continuous count station program
Table 14. Proposed Continuous Count Station Program
Group *._ Station Numbers
Group No
.
1 — Interstate, N-S Traffic 172-A*
Group No. 2 — Interstate, E-W Traffic 3070-A, 5474-A
Group No. 3 — FAP, N-S Traffic in East 25-A, 301-A
Group No. 4 — FAP, N-S Traffic in Middle 254-B, 313-A
Group No 5 — FAP, N-S Traffic in West 100-X, 256-A
Group No. 6 — FAP, E-W Traffic 68-A, 134-A, 279-A, 262-A,
319-A*
Group No. 7 — FAS 42-A, 47-A, 59-A, 5420-A
Group No. 8 — Suburban Routes 40-A, 73-A
Group No. 9 — Coal Traffic Routes Either 74-A or 173-A
Group No. 10 — Summer Recreation Routes 281-A
Total Number of Continuous Count Stations: 24
Notes:
*An additional continuous count station is required,
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becomes sufficiently representative of the full range of travel
characteristics and all road sections are properly grouped.
Recommendations are to locate eight seasonal control stations on
the Interstate system. One station is to be located in each of the
northeast, northwest, southeast and southwest quarters of the state for
both the North-South and East-West Interstates. It is also desirable
to establish additional seasonal control stations to help assign certain
road sections to groups where such assignment is not easily seen by
examination of the section's characteristics.
It is recommended that seasonal control counts be taken for a full
week each month per year. If stations are counted less frequently than
once each month then it may be difficult to assign road sections to
groups
.
Coverage Count Station Program
The proposed coverage count station program is to help the control
station programs in providing reliable statewide AADT estimates at
coverage count stations.
All road sections are recommended to be placed in the proper group
established in the control station programs based on the characteristics
of the road sections. Thus, the proper group mean factors can be
applied to the coverage counts in that group.
The accuracy levels of AADT estimates at coverage count stations
can be raised by extending the length of the coverage counts. If
additional accuracy level is desirable considering, the additional cost
involved, the counting duration at coverage count stations may be ex-
tended from the existing 48 hours to four consecutive weekdays from
Monday to Thursday as suggested in the FHWA "Guide".
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It is recommended by the FHWA that the frequency of coverage
counting be reduced from the existing 5-year cycle to a 3-year cycle
if additional accuracy level is desirable. Axle correction factors
derived from vehicle classification counts are recommended to be used to-
gether with monthly adjustment factors to correct tube-type machine counts
Recommendations for Further Studies
Based on experience gained in this analysis, recommendations for
further research study are concerned with urban counting, VMT estimating
and vehicle classification counting.
1. In Indiana no urban counting program is undertaken by the ISHC.
It is suggested that a statewide urban counting program be
established based on statistical analysis and evaluation.
2. VMT is important for the development of highway financing and
taxation schedules, the appraisal of safety programs, and as
a measure of the service provided by highway transportation.
The application of statistical methods to its estimating
procedure is suggested.
3. Vehicle classification counts, like AADT and VMT, are indispens-
able for highway planning, design and operations. Besides, they
provide the axle correction factors for road-tube type counts.
A review and evaluation of the existing vehicle classification
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Mileage of 1980 Functional Systems by Jurisdiction in Indiana
TABLE B.l : 19S0 FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM MILEAGE BY JURISDICTION — RURAL




OTHER PRINCIPAL ARTERIAL 1.188 1,188
MINOR ARTERIAL 3.120 3,120
ARTERIAL TOTAL 5.182 5,182
MAJOR COLLECTOR 4,504 4,237 8,741
MINOR COLLECTOR 23 11,311 11,334
COLLECTOR TOTAL 4,527 15, 548 20,075
LOCAL 12 48,847 48.85S
TOTAL 9.721 S4.3S5 74,116
Source: Footnote No. 7.
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APPENDIX D
Special Traffic Routes Study
General Description
After the ISHC completed the grouping procedures, the ungrouped
continuous count stations, i.e. the "Special Stations" group, were
identified to be located on road sections with unusual or extreme
patterns of monthly variations of traffic volume. The two ATR stations
in the "Special Stations" group are located in a coal mining area and
near a summer recreation area respectively (Table 1)
.
Road sections with unusual traffic volume variations require
special treatment. That is, these road sections should be isolated
from other road sections in estimating AADT volumes to increase accuracy
levels. Among special traffic situations in the rural and suburban
areas are as follows:
1. An isolated road leading to a resort area.
2. A certain area temporarily attracting unusual volumes of
traffic during the hunting season.
3. Other situations causing extreme variations in traffic volumes
or patterns.
To recognize these road sections, meetings with several planning
staff were made. It was found that coal and summer recreation traffic
have relatively significant effects on monthly volume variations com-
pared with other special traffic patterns. These traffic patterns
result from coal hauling truck traffic in mining areas and recreational
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facilities within a few summer resorts, memorials, museums and the
like. The problem is to determine how many resort area roads and coal
mining area roads are involved in the two "Special Station" groups.
In the next two subsections, highways utilized by coal traffic
and recreational traffic are discussed.
Coal Traffic Routes
Introduction . A project is now being developed under the Division of
Planning to develop estimates of the state's highway needs related to
coal hauling, the most critical need of the several categories of
highway uses from 1976 to 1985 that are identified in the "needs
report" (20). The report, "Highway Needs Analysis in Energy Production
Regions of Indiana — Coal" (21) served as a background document for
the following coal haul routes study.
Coal Production . Although Indiana produces some petroleum and gas,
present and future production is not expected to represent an increase
from past production. The discovery rate of recent years does not offer
great hope for a change. However, coal production is expected to in-
crease substantially due to new demands for energy in the next few years
and in the foreseeable future. Compared with the coal production, the
production of other mines such as limestone, gravel, peat and clay is
very low, and therefore does not cause great effects on the road network.
Coal production in Indiana ranks about eleventh in the U.S.A. The
coal production regions of Indiana are concentrated in three districts.
The southern area produces 60% of Indiana's coal; it is centered in
Warrick, Spencer and Pike counties. The Middle Wabash area, centered
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in Sullivan, Knox and Green counties., has a heavy concentration of
steam power plants and produces 27% of the state's coal. The remainder
(13%) comes from the northern end of the coal field including parts of
Vermillion, Parke, Vigo and Clay counties. Figure D.l shows the coal
production areas in Indiana C22)
.
Indiana's annual production of 25 million short tons of coal is
almost infinitesimal in contrast to its huge reserves, about 0.15 per-
cent of total reserves. And, the reserve is in an advantageous
geographical location with respect to industrial and power production
needs. Therefore, the mining industry is expected to expand at least
at a traditional rate of 3 to 4 percent annual increase.
Highway Needs of Coal Transportation . Highway transit of coal has in-
creased greatly in recent years. The major producers with access to
rail, shipped all their product by railroad, but the small operators,
except those with rail access, shipped their product from the mine by
truck. Due to the energy shortage, the increase in "small" coal
operations and the increase in their production have been in existence
for several years. As a result, the volume of coal traffic on the
highways has increased.
The highway tonnage of coal transport will continue to increase
in proportion to the total coal production in the state. It is estima-
ated that the percentage of coal production hauled over the road will
increase from 17% in 1976 to 25% in 1985. The increase in coal truck
traffic is expected to reach 12.5 million tons per year by 1985. This
estimate is supported by the facts shown from the location of several
new fossil-fueled steam power plants in southeastern Indiana, the
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FIGURE D.I COAL PRODUCTION AREAS OF INDIANA
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increased coal production, and the new port facilities on the Ohio
River. 550,000 more truck loads of coal will be on the highways each
year with an average trip length of 30 miles from mine to destination.
Average loads per truck are 15 tons, so about 40,000 more trucks each
year will travel from the mine to destination. The destination is most
frequently a steam power plant in the area, but increased traffic is
anticipated on the roads connecting the mining regions with river ports
now being developed, such as Mt. Vernon, an Ohio River port in southern
Indiana.
Road System Utilized by Coal Traffic . Most of the state highways in
the coal production regions are used by coal trucks. The mileage of
roads serving coal traffic is estimated at the following levels:
State primary system 650 miles
State secondary system 300 miles
County secondary (FA) system 70 miles
County secondaries (non FA) 50 miles
There is general agreement that the road system presently serving
the coal mining regions requires no major new construction. The
existing network including state highway system and county feeders
serves all mining areas. The feeder routes over county roads serve to
bring traffic to a hard surface state highway within two to three miles
from the most operating mines in the state. Figure D.2 shows the state
highway system part of the network presently used by the coal truck
traffic (23).
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From the above analysis and the indication of the unusual monthly-
volume variations at the continuous count station on a coal haul route,
i.e. Station 74-A, it is found that coal traffic produces a pattern of
variation, very much different from that observed in any of other
highway categories, on the roads of the network. Given the scope of
this research, only the state highway system, as shown in Figure D.2,
is involved in the "Special Station" group - coal haul routes.
Recreational Traffic Routes
Introduction . There are few recreational areas in the state which
attract large amounts of special traffic during holidays or weekends.
The road sections leading to those recreational areas having significant
seasonal traffic or having potential to attract seasonal traffic are
recognized for the application of special group mean expansion factors.
Recreational Traffic Routes . There are few recreational traffic routes,
which are considered to have unusual seasonal traffic volume variations
by the Planning personnel.
Two such routes are S.R. 1 from Connersville to Cedar/Grove and
S.R. 446 from Bloomington to the junction with U.S. 50. There are a
series of state parks and recreation areas near these two routes.
Another route is S.R. 13 from the junction with U.S. 6 to the
junction with U.S. 30. An ATR Station 281-A is located on this route,
and unusual traffic situations have been indicated by this station.
Tri-County State Fish and Wildlife Area is along this route.
A series of consecutive road sections on U.S. 36 from Indianapolis
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affected by the recreational traffic. Raccoon Lake State Recreation
Area is along U.S. 36. A growing amount of traffic occurs on the road
sections leading to Turkey Run during vacation periods.
The above routes are shown in Figure D.3.
The Lincoln Heritage Trail is considered to have potential for traffic
generation in the future. The Lincoln Heritage Trail is to standards
which can be categorized as "complete marking", using Federal bicen-
tennial funds allocated to the state. Years of experience with the
Lincoln Heritage Trail have shown that marking will have little effect
by itself on traffic genration. Recreational traffic will be generated
due to a lot of historical memorials and parks along the Trail.
Figure D.4 indicates the Lincoln Heritage Main Trail and Alternate
Trail in Indiana (24) . This route map is duplicated directly from the
Lincoln Heritage Trail official map. Part of the routes of the Trail
duplicate some of the coal haul routes.
The recreational traffic routes in Figure D.3 are suggested to be
involved in the existing "Special Station" group — summer recreation
area roads. There are no winter resort area roads in this state. If
winter resort areas are developed, then their access roads will form
another group with different seasonal traffic volume variations from
those of the summer recreation roads group. As to the Lincoln Heritage
Trail, its traffic volume characteristics are worth studying to
determine whether there will be significant seasonal variations on the
road sections of the Trail in the near future. If there are, the
Trail road sections can be placed in a third group in the recreation
















FIGURE D.3SUMMER RECREATION TRAFFIC





FIGURE D.4 LINCOLN HERITAGE TRAIL ROUTE IN INDIANA


